Sheep Activity Sheet

Answer Key page 3

Match the image letter to the correct item below

_F_ Injection Syringe
_E_ Ear Tags
_D_ Automatic Drenching Gun
_C_ Hot Docker
_A_ Marking Harness
_B_ Lamb Stomach Tube

Write the word after the definition:

Washing to remove dirt, grease and foreign matter. _____scouring_________________ Fleece

The skin of the sheep with the wool still attached to it. ______Pelt_____________________ Spinning

An organized or uniform natural waviness in wool. ______Crimp_____________________ Scouring

Inserting twist into the yarn to give it strength. ______Spinning___________________ Crimp

The entire coat of wool shorn from the sheep at one time. _____Fleece_________________ Pelt
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